1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Nowadays, the great technological advances in sequencing methods make a ubiquitous shift of biological researches from traditional low-throughput methods to massively parallel techniques in the fields such as genomics and proteomics. But, at the same time the booming amount of generated data raises some problems in extracting and interpretation of meaningful information out of a wealth of raw data. On the other hand, it is a well-established fact that using network structure for representing the huge amount of biological data is not only useful but also vital in many cases. Generally, using networks to represent and analyze biological data is called network biology. In network biology, vertices of the network can be different elements such as genes, proteins, metabolites, disease and *etc*. Also edges between different nodes can be based on a wide spectrum of relations such as correlation, physical interaction, reaction and *etc*. For instance, in disease interactome network, nodes are proteins which are associated to that disease and edges between proteins are physical interaction between them.

Finding the most influential or important node in a huge biological network has been a vital question for many researchers in this field. It is noteworthy that, different terms such as hubs, key players, essentiality, lethality and centrality have been used to discuss this concept. Historically, the origin of this concept brings back to social science, but it has been extended to biology since previous decades \[[@r1]-[@r3]\]. Up to now, many different centrality measures has been generated to calculate the importance of each node within the network from different perspectives. For instance, in a great article by Jalili *et al.* \[[@r4]\] a wide variety of centrality measures has been gathered and described in a web server (CentiServer) which is accessible for everyone and also includes the most recent centrality measures. In fact, using this server or the R package of CentiServer, different centrality measures can be calculated for each network.

Due to the importance and ever-increasing usage of centrality measures in different applications such as biomarker discovery, disease pathogenesis discovery and drug repurposing, many packages and software have been developed to compute centrality measures for networks in the recent years. Undoubtedly, the java based software Cytoscape \[[@r5]\] is among the most prevalent and user-friendly software among biologists and bioinformaticians. Until now, many plugins have been generated for Cytoscape to broaden its ability for applications of network biology in computational biology. For example, Cytoscape plugin NetworkAnalyzer \[[@r6]\], computes and visualizes a comprehensive set of topological parameters such as network diameter, density, heterogeneity, clustering coefficient, shortest path lengths and *etc*. Another Cytoscape plugin is cytoHubba \[[@r7]\] which ranks nodes in a network by their features. Another plugin is CytoNCA \[[@r8]\] which supports eight different centrality measures and accept both weighted and unweighted biological networks as input. It is also possible to upload biological information for nodes/edges and integrate them by topological parameters of the network to detect specific nodes. In addition to these Cytoscape plugins, some standalone java programs such as CentiBiN \[[@r9]\] have been generated for ranking vital nodes of biological networks based on some centrality measures and visualizing the network and centrality measures distribution. Also, due to the pervasive usage of R language all over the world, many R packages have been developed in recent years to calculate network topological parameters and visualize networks in the great fashion. For instance, CentiServer \[[@r4]\] R package which has been introduced in 2015, can calculate 55 centrality measures in R environment or using its webserver (<http://www.centiserver.org>). It is worth mentioning that this webserver includes valuable and comprehensive information about more than a hundred centrality measures and available packages/tools to visualize or analyze networks. Recently another R package CINNA \[[@r10]\] was created to decipher the central informative nodes in the network by integrating different centrality measures. Newly, a comprehensive webtool which is called Network Analysis Provider (NAP) has been developed using R and Shiny to automate network construction and intra/inter network topology comparison between a pair of networks \[[@r11]\]. This webtool can rank nodes and edges based on different centrality measures and also it can be used to compare two networks and extract their intersection and provide high quality plots.

NetworkX \[[@r12]\], A library of Python is among the most powerful libraries to analyze big networks in considerable time. This package originally was born in 2002 by Hagberg *et al.*, but the first public release was in 2005. NetworkX is a package for creations, manipulation, analysis of the structure, dynamic and function of complex networks. Using this package, importing a wide variety of standard/nonstandard data formats can be carried out. Furthermore, generating different types of random and classic networks, analyzing their structure, designing new network algorithms, drawing networks and *etc*. are easily possible. Here, to develop CatbNet, we used Python language and version 1.9.1 of Networkx library for network manipulation and analysis.

As it has been mentioned until now, one of the important questions in network biology is how to find the most prominent or vital node. But, this is not the most essential application of network biology. In fact, different biological networks have different topological features which are the cornerstone of the new term in systems biology which is called network medicine \[[@r13], [@r14]\]. In network medicine, the features of biological networks such as human proteins interactome \[[@r15]\], human disease interactome network \[[@r16]\], PPI or gene co-expression network of disease stages can be widely used to segregate them to meaningful sets. For instance, researchers showed that, network features between case and control samples or different stages of tumors were significantly different \[[@r17]-[@r19]\]. Hence, some new studies have been mainly focused on applications of network mining and integrating it with machine learning methods for early diagnosis and also the prognosis the disease. For instance, Jalili *et al.* \[[@r20]\] used some centrality measures to discriminate Alzheimer\'s disease patients from healthy controls based on their EEG network using machine learning algorithms. More recently, in a great review \[[@r21]\], the applications of network-based measures and machine learning techniques for precision oncology has been studied. It has been stated that how graph theory algorithms in integration with omics data and machine learning techniques can be used for decoding tumor specific molecular mechanism, finding candidate targets and drug repositioning. In another study, Integration of network features, sequence features and functional features with classification algorithms carried out to identify novel Alzheimer genes \[[@r22]\].

Certainly, for acquiring an acceptable performance and accuracy for machine learning approaches, a large number of samples and intellectually selected features are needed. Hence, there is an unavoidable need for a network manipulation and analyzing tools to analyze a number of networks automatically and generate some statistical measures to select appropriately discriminating features among numerous number of topological features. Furthermore, that is not covered to anybody that, all of the researchers in this field are not mainly programming and network science experts; hence there is a clear need for a tool with a user friendly graphical user interface to facilitate usage of network biology power in biological problems in the omics era. To cover such requirements in network biology, we created a graph mining tool which is able to compute most important network topological features, from node-based measures such as: different centralities to whole network-based measures such as: network density, diameter, for analytical and comparative purposes. We developed CatbNet which contains graphical user interface for biologists with options to choose from input data to output result data. With the aim of CatbNet it is possible for users to analyze and compare multiple networks at once with further statistical and graphical analyses.

2. Methods and Implementation {#sec2}
=============================

2.1. Programming Language and Utilized Packages {#sec2.1}
-----------------------------------------------

Nowadays, most statistical tools and utilities are created using Very High-Level Programming Languages (VHLL). VHLLs are languages with strong abstraction of computer details and architecture. Programs written with VHLLs are mostly independent of a particular type of computer and easy to read, write and maintain. They are similar to human natural language and suitable for rapid application development. These languages are mainly used for specific tasks and purposes and often called domain-specific languages. In computational biology and bioinformatics researches, based on the goal and conditions, languages such as R, Perl and Python are used frequently to create packages and tools in the context of biology. Python (<https://www.python.org/>) is a very high-level programming language which is used in both academic and commercial applications. It is free, open source, platform independent, clean syntax, easy to learn, object-oriented and fast scripting language with large packages and libraries available for different areas of science. All these capabilities led us to use Python as our primary language and its libraries: Networkx \[[@r12]\], Numpy \[[@r23]\], Matplotlib \[[@r24]\], Pandas \[[@r25]\], Scipy \[[@r26]\], PyQt4 (<https://pypi.python.org/pypi/PyQt4>) and pandas to develop the CatbNet.

Networkx is a powerful library created in python for complex network generation, analysis and manipulation. We used Networkx for network handling operations such as network load and topological calculations. Scipy is a python package for mathematics, science and engineering. For statistical and mathematical operations like One-way ANOVA test we used Numpy and Scipy libraries. Matplotlib is another package which is developed for graphical visualization tasks. It is used for 2-D plotting of different charts, histograms and diagrams. In our project, to visualize network features boxplots we used matplotlib integrated with Pandas data structures. Also, for creating the graphical user interface of our application, PyQt4 is used. PyQt4 is a comprehensive set of Python bindings for Digia's Qt cross platform GUI toolkit.

2.2. Load and Initialization {#sec2.2}
----------------------------

In this application, we made the ability to load network data from four well-known network file formats; GML, GraphML, Edge list and Pajek. It is possible for users to import their data in these formats for further analysis. Imported networks could be weighted, directed or undirected networks, but in every runtime, it is recommended to import networks with the same properties (for example all networks be weighted). However, if there be multiple network types, only common features will be available in output results. In the load step, users must choose the directory in which all network files are stored. All files should be in the same file format and a user must select the format. In this phase, user must specify that networks are weighted, directed or not.

In bioinformatics and systems biology tasks, it may occur that users have groups of networks. For example, one group could be patients' reconstructed co-expression networks and the second could be networks of healthy control group. If user wants to explore these two groups, we created the capability of loading grouped networks. In this case, the option 'network files are classified in groups' must be checked. Furthermore, if grouped files are presented, the file naming convention should be observed. The file names must include the class name continued by three underscore characters and the network name (ex. Class1\_\_\_network1, class2 \_\_\_network1). If file names do not obey this rule, networks will be considered alone with no grouping condition. Based on the files which are selected by the user, network data will be loaded and the analysis task will be initialized.

2.3. Topological Features of Networks {#sec2.3}
-------------------------------------

CatbNet calculates 24 network topological features (Fig. **[1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**) for every network and uses the result for its comparison. However, users can select among them for calculation based on prior knowledge or interest. Here we used many meaningful features in biological networks: Number of Nodes, Number of Edges, Largest Connected Component (LCC) size, Avg. Degree centrality, Avg. Closeness Centrality, Avg. Betweenness Centrality, Avg. Load Centrality, Avg. Communicability Centrality, Network Clustering Coefficient, Avg. Connected Component Size, Transitivity, Density, Max Clique size, Degree Assortativity Coefficient, Avg. Degree Connectivity, Avg. Edge Betweenness Centrality, Network Edge Connectivity, Avg. Katz Centrality, Number of Connected Components, Network Diameter, Avg. Eccentricity, Radius, Avg. PageRank and Avg. Shortest Path.

As mentioned before, if there be networks in different types (for instance: Multigraph, Directed Graph, Undirected Graph, Bipartite Graph and *etc*.) only common features will be computed and compared for these networks. Also, there may be cases in which some properties will not be available (for example, it is possible that network be disconnected and network diameter be infinite). In such cases, remainder networks which have valid values will be accounted for.

2.4. Examinations {#sec2.4}
-----------------

The main goal of CatbNet is to compare many networks with each other and bold their differences. To achieve that, in this application, two different analyses are provided; ordinary and group analyses (next two subsections). Furthermore, there are two types of measures mentioned in the previous section: network-based measures (ex. Network density, diameter) and node-based measures (ex. Node betweenness centrality, node degree). To compare networks with each other, all measures including network-based and node-based measures should be computed.

### 2.4.1. Ordinary Analysis {#sec2.4.1}

In the ordinary analysis, each network is compared with all other networks. To compare two networks, all measures should be calculated for both, then compare their values. Network-based measures are already comparable, but node-based measures are not. For this reason, we convert those to network-based measures by calculating the mean of node based features by arithmetic average. Suppose that *m* is a node-based measure. For network *N*, the resulted network-based measure will be:

$$m_{N} = \frac{\sum\limits_{1}^{n}m_{i}}{n}$$

Where *m~i~* is node-based measure value for node *i* and *n* is the number of nodes in network *N*. By these average values, now it is possible to compare networks.

### 2.4.2. Group Analysis {#sec2.4.2}

If we import grouped data files and consequently have groups of networks (for example, group of patients PPI network and group of healthy PPI networks) and we want to check if there are differences in any of the measures between these two groups, we can use group analysis. In this case, we compare measures for one group against the other. Therefore, for network-based measures we should consider average of network values and for node-based values we consider average of average values. Consider *G* as a group including *p* number of networks, for network-based measure of *m*:

$$m_{G} = \frac{\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{p}m_{i}}{p}$$

Where *m~i~* is network-based feature value of network *i* in group *G*. For the node-based measure *m\'*, the mean within group of average node-based measure of the network must be calculated such as following:

$${m'}_{G} = \frac{\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{p}\frac{\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{q}{m'}_{\mathit{ij}}}{q}}{p}$$

Where *m\'~ij~* is node-based value for node *i* in network *j, q* is the number of nodes in network *j* and *p* is the number of networks in group *G.* It is worth mentioning that the standard deviation for node-based and network based measures can be calculated simply.

2.5. Output {#sec2.5}
-----------

After CatbNet runtime, depending on the user selection, result files will contain: 1- a \*.tsv (tab separated values) file for common node-based measures in all networks (Fig. **[1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**). In this file, for all nodes in all networks, node-based features values are presented. 2- Another \*.tsv file for all features of networks including network-based and mean of node-based topological measures. In this file, for every network, all common measures are represented (Fig. **[2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**). It is possible to have both directed and undirected networks in the input file simultaneously. Therefore, to overcome inconsistency problems we calculate common attributes of networks. Using these files, users can compare networks. 3- Boxplots for each measure in common node-based features (Fig. **[3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**). CatbNet creates a boxplot for each feature in common node-based features of all networks. Boxplot is a meaningful graphical tool to show data dispersion of a feature. 4- Boxplots for all measures of groups. For every measure, data dispersion of group networks is plotted in a boxplot. 5- One-way ANOVA test for each node-based measure. For example, to examine if closeness centrality difference for networks is statistically significant or not, CatbNet provides a text file in which for all measures of node-based features One-way ANOVA test results are presented. 6- One-way ANOVA test for group comparison. Note that, before application execution, a user can specify which outputs are useful and interesting for further studies.

In order to clarify the steps in CatbNet, a schematic of it has been depicted in [Fig. (**[6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}**)](#F6){ref-type="fig"} as the following.

3. Applications {#sec3}
===============

For case studies, the disease interactome network was utilized from \[[@r16]\] which contains subnetworks for diseases in the human interactome network. This set of network contains a diverse range of networks with different sizes which all are in the edge list format. For instance, the number of nodes was from 245 up to 3746 and the number of edges from 238 to 6548. These disease networks were divided into three distinct classes with different class numbers. This set of data is downloadable from the GitHub page of this application (<https://github.com/LBBSoft/CatbNet/blob/master/test-data.rar>.)

3.1. Extracting Topological Features for a Set of Networks {#sec3.1}
----------------------------------------------------------

Through importing the input file, which contained a set of networks, and selecting the understudy list of features from the options tab of CatbNet (Fig. **[1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**), and running the program, the calculated features magnitudes attained. For our case study, a small part of the result has been illustrated in [Figs. (**2**](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [**3**](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

3.2. Comparing Different Networks or Network Groups based on Topological Feature {#sec3.2}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

For our case study, in [Fig. (**[4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**)](#F4){ref-type="fig"} the closeness centrality dispersion of 24 different networks was used to depict a boxplot. Based on this figure, closeness centrality distribution was different for those networks and the significance of the difference was tested by one-way ANOVA test of the CatbNet. Also, the distribution the four groups is plotted in [Fig. (**[5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**)](#F5){ref-type="fig"} *via* boxplot. It is obvious that Class 4 has bigger values for Avg. Closeness Centrality.

Conclusion
==========

CatbNet is a user-friendly multi network analyzer application. It has been developed using a set of python packages for network analysis and comparison purposes. This application has a graphically GUI to help researchers of different fields to analyze networks especially computational biologists. It calculates 24 centrality measures and topological features for a set of networks simultaneously. Furthermore, it accepts various network formats including GML, GraphML, edge list and Pajek and different types of networks, such as directed/undirected and weighted networks. There is no doubt that, there are numerous valuable packages and applications for calculating different topological features and centrality measures, but to the best of our knowledge, there is no package to simultaneously get a number of networks or a group of networks as input and calculate their features. Another prominent novelty of this application is comparing different networks or group of networks by each other based on the different features within its feature list and calculating statistical significance using ANOVA test and calculating *P*-value for each comparison. The significance level of each feature in separating networks or network classes can be used as a guide to choose appropriately segregating features among numerous features to distinguish them accurately. In fact, these unique properties made CatbNet a very suitable and useful application for network mining, network medicine and machine learning applications in systems biology.
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![All network features that are prepared in CatbNet. From the Options tab, the user can choose the desired network topological features.](CG-20-69_F1){#F1}

![Node-based features of networks nodes in sample execution. In this file for each node in every network, common node-based features between all networks are represented (in the snapshot just some nodes of class1\_\_\_net1 are observable).](CG-20-69_F2){#F2}

![All common features of networks. Network-based features are calculated and node-based features are indicated as average values of nodes (for example Avg. Betweenness Centrality).](CG-20-69_F3){#F3}

![Different networks data dispersion comparison for closeness centrality using boxplot representation. CatbNet creates such boxplot charts for every common node-based feature.](CG-20-69_F4){#F4}

![Group comparison for measure Avg. Closeness Centrality. If loaded network data be classified, CatbNet will provide group comparison boxplot. In this case, all network-based and node-based attributes will be compared.](CG-20-69_F5){#F5}

![Schematic of steps in CatbNet, from loading data to saving the results.](CG-20-69_F6){#F6}
